SUTD Venture Building Program
– With crisis comes Opportunity
We are excited to take part in the Startup SG
Founder programme through our Venture Building
programme. SUTD Venture Building programme will
provide support for sourcing innovation,
commercializing these ideas into scalable
businesses, getting product/solution validation from
customers and finding capital.
SUTD graduating cohort and alumni are welcome to
apply. Full-time commitment to the programme is
required. Singapore Citizen/Permanent Resident
participants of the programme will also be eligible
for a monthly stipend for up to 3 months.
Upon completion of the program,
participants are encouraged to apply
for the Enhanced Startup SG
Founder grant.
Find
out more!

Event highlight
Create4Good Challenge Finals

The Challenge, which is open to the undergraduates
of SUTD and SMU, brings students from the two
universities together and integrates their
technological and entrepreneurial expertise to
create real innovative solutions for a smart and
sustainable nation.
Team Halesight was announced winner of the
Challenge after months of hard work. Their idea –
an intelligent computer vision system that detects,
reminds and monitors healthcare workers in
real-time to perform hand hygiene whenever truly
necessary – won over the judges. Team Halesight
received the prize money of S$50,000.
1st runner up: Skillio (30k)
Recruitment and HR too tool for soft skills
measurement and analytics.
2nd Runner Up: Oculario (20k)
Portable and sleek device that detects good eye
care habits or when conditions are not optimal for
eye health.

Create 4 Good Zoom Challenge in progress

Hackathon spotlight
JunctionX Asia hackathon SUTD
champion: On My Way
The aim was to motivate Singaporeans and
merchants to adopt conservative measures towards
carbon emissions, through the development of a
software that raises awareness and tracks carbon
emission from products consumed daily.
Through gamification, users turn the amount of
carbon footprint saved into reward points in
exchange for lifestyle rewards.
This in turn
incentivizes large corporations to develop products
with minimal carbon emission while establishing a
concrete
position
for
Corporate
Social
Responsibility.
Retailers would also be able track the carbon
footprints of their products and strive towards
mitigating the adverse effects on the environment.

Get in touch: theway2co@gmail.com

Spotlight
SUTD LLP
Moblock

Finalist

–

Team

Kudos to the 5 SUTD teams for officially graduating
from Run 2 of the Lean LaunchPad Programme
conducted entirely virtually through these
challenging times. Meet Team Moblock!
Moblocks are teaching aide blocks that aim to
enhance children’s early age development by
focusing on 4 crucial domains. These include motor
skills development, social and emotional
development, as they are working with their peers,
as well as aesthetics and creative expression, where
they let their imagination run wild with possibilities.
All this is made possible with their specially
designed blocks which allow the physical blocks to
have a real time link to the virtual space, where kids
can further enhance their creation.
Find out
more:

Team Moblock

We are social!

Connect with us! We love to stay connected so come talk to us or reach out to us on our socials!
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